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First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of Science.
Third Thursday at Macomb Community College
- South Campus Building J (Library)

Discussion Group Meeting
Grab some snacks, come on over, and
talk astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take
place at the home of Gary and Patty Gathen,
from 8 -11 PM, on the fourth Thursday of the
month, from January-October. Different dates
are scheduled for November and December due
to the holidays. The Gathens live at 21 Elm
Park Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks
south of l-696, about half a block west of
Woodward Ave.
The agenda is generally centered around discussions of science and astronomy topics. Soft
drinks are provided, snacks are contributed by
attendees. Anywhere from 4 to 16 members
and guests typically attend. Gary can be
re ach e d
at
( 248)
54 3 - 54 00 ,
an d
gary@gathen.net.
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Letters
Of Late I Think of Cliffordville

half a telescope, but undaunted, as one should
have been. Looking through the site, I was struck
by the amount of interesting reading, but also how
attractive the roster of sky events for January was.
It was pleasing to the eye, and stirred the imagination, reminiscent of the monthly publication of the
Abrams Planetarium, a one-pager of a calendar,
which probably started with the celebrated Robert
Victor. SKY AND TELESCOPE's art was naturally
in colour and with more of a flare as befitting a
web site, which the Abrams could never afford
thirty or forty years ago.

At the meeting of the 4th of January in the lecture
about the writings of Otto Struve, I said some hard
things about the contemporary SKY AND TELESCOPE. As the meeting broke up, a youngish fellow asked when was the "heroic era"?, for which I
was unprepared. Thinking on my feet, I replied the
old days came to an end in the late 1980's when I
looked at a new issue of "Skytel" to see -- heavens
to betsy! -- an editorial cartoon on the cover. The
cartoon was a picture of the lashed down Space
Shuttle. I dashed off a letter forthwith (copy
around somewhere) pointing out that in the
Federer-Ashbrook era such expression would be
inconceivable. William E. Shawcross replied with a
good natured, but accurate, "zing" recalling a complaint I lodged twenty years earlier about a considerably lesser transgression.

As pointed out at Cranbrook, the magazine is no
longer the dominant English language publication
for the amateur. It is certainly no longer the place
where scientists or graduate students read about
goings on in other fields. Still and all, SKY AND
TELESCOPE makes the world a better place for
those interested in the natural world, occasional
glop, cf. "up close and personal", not withstanding. They are just someone of late middle age trying to be hipster, of which I see a lot given my own
years.

Fifteen years on. Chief editor Dr Feinberg decided,
without being fired upon, to use the magazine as a
weapon against anti-evolution Republican types. I
politely went on the warpath for "politicising" SKY
AND TELESCOPE, properly known for strictly science & engineering -- although probably behind
the times, having started my long defunct subscription in 1959. He replied that if they were to
publish the same journal in the twenty-first century, it would rapidly go out of business, which was
beside the point.

To conclude, an annual centrefold and a valuable
service of SKY AND TELESCOPE during the heroic
era used to be:
THE MARYLAND ACADEMY OF THE SCIENCES
Graphic Timetable of the Heavens
It was black and white, but a hybrid of contemporary function-is-form art plus celestial romance.
My earliest copy is Year 1954, blown up and hard
mounted. To-day, however, its progeny is produced in glorious colour but breezily titled
"Skygazer's [something or other]". My brow darkens. I have even sliced off the Skygazer's part, having never "skygazed" in my life with no intention of
starting. As is said in the law, they could stand a
"practice pointer", although yeesss, attractive.

Since "Skytel" had gone in for the new journalism:
articles featuring the smiling faces of contributors,
I included a picture if they allowed a "guest column". The photograph was made by my father. It
wonderfully depicted me from the rear, shirtless,
and in shorts with suspenders, taken in 1946 . .
.duly returned with the letter of reply.

Yes, SKY AND TELESCOPE is the "old grey mare"
who ain't what she used to be.
There is another side to the story, and I like to
think of myself as a fair man when not consumed
by hatred and condescension.

Epilogue. The title, supra, was lifted from a
screenplay possibly by Rod Serling. (it was Rod
Serling, Twilight Zone, April 11, 1963 with William
Featherstone played by Albert Salmi. –Ed.) The
story was about an aged magnate longing to return to his youth in a small town: the simpler era

A few weeks ago I went to their web site to find a
position for Comet Catalina, although stranded in
an awful astronomical location with essentially
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how much he would have loved to be a part of this
- that was his nature.

(Continued from page 2)

with the possibilities, so he could start all over for
even greater success. "Of Late I Think of Cliffordville". Now I long for a drink.

Bob was kind enough to entrust me with his telescope patterns and construction book that he
used in his telescope making class, hoping that
there would come a time where someone would
like to build a telescope and this would be available to them.

-G. M. ROSS, 18th of January, 2016
To the WAS Board:
I would like to express my sincere thanks to you
for being selected the recipient of the 2015 Bob
Watt Award. After rejoining the WAS in April of
2000, I got to know Bob and learned and shared
his passion of astronomy, especially making telescopes. He was very proud of the telescope making
class that he held at either Ford or GM (can't remember which). He showed me pictures of his students' telescopes that were constructed from a
kit. He also was more than generous in sharing
his knowledge and the do's and don'ts that go
along with building telescopes. I witnessed first
hand at Stargate when one of his lady students
brought her newly constructed Dob from his class
and saw "first light" through it. I don't know who
had the bigger smile - Bob or his student! Trying
to emulate him in starting up a telescope construction project at a high school didn't work out
the way I hoped, but always held out that some
opportunity would arise in the future. I finally
started to slowly get involved in some Outreach for
the WAS when my schedule permitted me to do so.
In January of 2015 (the night of the triple transit
on Jupiter), I attended an Outreach event at the
Grosse Pointe Woods Library, for a Family Night
event, along with Jonathan, Diane, and Joe, with
our telescopes in tow. As fate would have it, I read
the article in the October 2014 issue of Sky and
Telescope about the New Hampshire Library Telescope Lending Program the week before the event.
While observing at Grosse Pointe, I mentioned this
to Nick diCresce from the Metroparks and an active volunteer at the Grosse Pointe Library. After
telling him that I would send him as much information that I could find on the program (which I
did), the wheels were in motion to establish this
program.

Once again, thank you for this great honor, and I
hope to continue to promote astronomy in the
WAS through our Outreach programs and the Library Telescope Program.
-Mark Kedzior

Astronomical Events for February 2016
Day

On June 26th of this year, we officially launched
the program with great success for the patrons of
the Grosse Pointe Library. The opportunity that I
hoped would arise sometime in the future was this
program. All the while when getting things ready
to start this program, I thought about Bob and

EST
(h:m)

Event

01

03:48

Mars 2.7°S of Moon

03

14:05

Saturn 3.5°S of Moon

06

02:32

Venus 4.3°S of Moon

06

11:47

Mercury 3.8°S of Moon

06

20:00

Mercury at Greatest Elong: 25.6°W

08

09:39

NEW MOON

10

15:46

Moon at Descending Node

10

21:42

Moon at Perigee: 364358 km

12

22:00

Mercury 4.0° of Venus

15

02:46

FIRST QUARTER MOON

16

02:41

Aldebaran 0.3°S of Moon

21

12:00

Mercury at Aphelion

22

07:48

Regulus 2.5°N of Moon

22

13:20

FULL MOON

23

22:58

Jupiter 1.7°N of Moon

24

01:10

Moon at Ascending Node

26

14:05

Spica 5.1°S of Moon

26

22:28

Moon at Apogee: 405383 km

28

10:00

Neptune in Conjunction with Sun

29

13:16

Mars 3.6°S of Moon

If Daylight Saving Time is in effect, add one hour to
the times listed.
Source:
http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/
astrocal/astrocal2016est.html
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Turn the Page...
Now in my second month as editor, I feel the urge
to follow in the footsteps of my esteemed predecessors, namely the call for articles and pictures from
the membership. As to pictures, Bill Beers has
very consistently provided beautiful shots, but I
know we have other astrophotographers in our
ranks. And they don’t have to be dazzling shots,
either, sometimes a phone camera shot has a
great story behind it. Getting that moment recorded for posterity is an ideal use of this publication.
Also coveted for the newsletter are pictures from
our outreach efforts and events.

ciously allowed me to repost his work in our
newsletter.
This is wonderful, but we
still need to hear from our current members, as
well . So, come on everyone, let’s wear out those
keyboards, keep those cards and letters coming.
-Dale Thieme,
Editor

Snack Volunteer
Schedule

Chuck Dezelah, now ensconced in Massachusetts
and very involved in his new position, would like
to see someone take over his column. In talking
with Chuck, I found that he has honed the process he uses and I’m sure he is willing to share
his methods and, possibly, files with anyone willing to pick up the standard.

Feb. 1 ........ Cranbrook .......... Joe Tocco
Feb. 18....... Macomb............. Gerald Voorheis
Mar. 7 ........ Cranbrook .......... Glenn Wilkins
Mar. 17....... Macomb............. John Horton
Apr. 4 ......... Cranbrook .......... Jonathan Kade &
Diane Hall

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, I’m happy to report
that Doug Bock (Honorary Lifetime Member and
past president) has been digging through his hard
drive and finding some past nuggets to share with
us. This is a continuation of a fine tradition in the
WASP, the contributions of poetry by members.
You can read his poetic efforts in this month’s
History SIG report. I’m looking forward to more
gems from his hard drive.

Apr. 21 ....... Macomb............. Dale Partin
May 2 ......... Cranbrook .......... Ralph DeCew
May 19 ....... Macomb............. Bob Berta

If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please
email
the
board
at
board@warrenastro.org as soon as you are
able so that other arrangements can be
made.

Another past member and officer, Rik Hill is busy
on the Facebook Lunar Studies forum and gra-

W.A.S.P. Photo and Article Submissions
We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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President’s Field of View
1) The post-fact era in general, in which everyone
can find some source on the internet to back them
up no matter how wrong they are. The acquaintance I defriended had numerous other friends,
true believers in astrology all, that supported her
on the attack on Morehead Planetarium's director
and even joined in the fray. Good luck arguing
with anyone who brings their own facts to the debating table.

Science. Bad: Astronomy in the Post-Fact Era

2) Bad scientists. Not people doing bad science,
but scientists doing bad things that undermine
the public trust in the very institutions that support research-- and getting away with it because
of who they are. Case in point: exoplanet discoverer Geoff Marcy had twenty years of harassment
allegations to his discredit before his exit from UC
Berkeley last autumn.

Last week, I “unfriended” someone on social media
over astrology.
Mind, I rather liked this person. They're young
and passionate-- a university student engaged
in social causes with insightful things to say
on each topic. We shared a love of the X-files and
the Hamilton musical. But they sincerely believed
in astrology, to the point of wanting to make a
profession of it, and I gave up when they posted a
public attack on the director of the Morehead
Planetarium because he didn't respect their craft.

3) A broken process. It's one thing when a splashy
study makes headlines and then gets retracted
because well, the researchers rushed to publish.
They didn't peer review. They circumvented the
process. Sadly the "gold standard" of peer review
looks rather less shiny when one surveys the bogus studies that get published and the sheer
number of scientific and medical breakthroughs
that can't be replicated. If being published in a
respectable journal doesn't mean something isn't
bogus, how on earth is the public supposed to educate themselves? How does a pro-science voice
defend against the claim that peer review is just
subjective gatekeeping when peer review fails as
often as it does?

You might ask why I, as a proud amateur astronomer, didn't try to engage them, to
mentor them, to debunk the idea that astrology
and astronomy are equally valid sciences? That's
simple-- one, if I argued with everyone wrong on
social media about something I wouldn't have time
to eat or sleep, and two, the best evidence we have
at hand says that debunking doesn't actually
work most of the time. Sure, if someone has
doubts, a little open gap in their psyche, rational
arguments and objective evidence can get that gap
wide open. If they don't have doubts, you're at
best talking past them and at worst, bolstering
their sense that you, the Science Person, are the
close-minded bully.

So when everyone has their own facts, scientific
institutions allow their stars the privilege to misbehave as long as the accolades keep rolling in,
and the publishing end of things looks a bit like a
racket, how do amateur science evangelists like us
get across our case that the scientific process is
indeed the best tool we humans have to understand the universe around us, that individual moments of bad science don't undermine the entire
system?

I felt I knew enough of this person to know both
that I wasn't going to win a rational debate and
specifically why I wasn't going to win. Science, in
their mind-- the kind of science that consists of
authoritarian pronouncements from
lab-coated men in ivory towers and domed observatories-- is part of the problem. I think we've
all seen variants on the argument that science is
just "another sort of faith" as opposed to a method
of understanding the world, but there are a couple
of things to keep in mind, aspects of "Science Bad"
that may not be at the front of your mind when
you've gone into debunk mode.

You've got me, but I'm sure the first step to not
losing is knowing when not to engage. Sometimes
you hit the "defriend" button and get on with doing science.
-Diane Hall,
President
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NGC 1245

NGC1245 - Open Cluster in Perseus

Photo by Ralph DeCew, November 8, 2015
Orion 80ED Refractor, Canon Rebel Xsi, 38 x 60 seconds
This little cluster will never make the top ten list of
any observer’s favorite objects unless something
goes horribly wrong with the dynamics of the
Milky Way galaxy. For starters, it is located in a
popular constellation which has two Messier objects, a famous variable star, and the famous double-cluster NGC860 and NGC884, which usually
grab most of the attention. Our skies, being what
they are with heavy light pollution, do not do it
any favors either. Add to that its very small size,
about 10’, a total magnitude hovering around 8.4,
and a distance of about 9000 light years, and it
can become quite a challenge to find in a small
telescope.

The cluster is located 3 degrees southwest of the
1.8 magnitude star Mirfak (Alpha Persei), roughly
a third of the way towards Algol. In my small refractor at 80x from a dark sky site, it appears as a
very faint uniform smudge of unresolved stars
with a bright star or two along one edge. Averted
vision helps immensely. I can honestly say I have
never looked for it from my suburban Detroit location, however.

NGC1245 is listed by Trumpler as a rich, detached
cluster with very little concentration. It is a loose
grouping spread across 27 light-years in space.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

The majority of its members are slightly blue
main sequence stars, and it is thought to be one
of the senior members of the open cluster family
in our galaxy at 1 billion years of age. It is comprised of approximately 200 12-15th magnitude
stars, which, under larger aperture and magnification, show a squat pentagon shape or starfish
pattern to some observers.
-Ralph DeCew

W.A.S. Astrophotography

Photo credit: Bill Beers
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Nestled between Plato and Sinus Iridum is a
largely forgotten but exquisite range of mountains, Montes Recti. The name means straight
mountains and it's apt for this 70 x 10 km range.
USGS list the "diameter" as 83 km but I cannot
get that for the length when measuring on the
LROC Quick Map. They are undoubtedly the remnants (along with Montes Teneriffe and Mons Pico
below and to the right of Montes Recti) of a once
great wall of a monster crater that was infilled
and is now Mare Imbrium. Notice the ridge on the
right end of these mountains that crossed them
from right to left and turns into a dorsum on the
mare. The very polygonal layout of the mountains
is well seen on the left end of the range.

Plato is the elephant in the living room on the
right side of the image. It is of distinctly poorer
quality as the image it was on was taken as seeing
was rapidly deteriorating owing to cold air that
was sliding off the mountains to my east. I left it
on as a landmark. Only one craterlet is visible on
its floor. Before leaving note Plato A just above its
namesake crater. It has odd walls and nice interior detail.

This montage of 2 images was made from 2
stacked images each 600 frames from 3000 frame
AVIs stacked with Registax6. Further processing
was done with GIMP, IrfanView with the final assembly by AutoStitch.

Left of the range is a well lit mountain peak. This
is Promontorium Laplace with the nice 11km
crater Laplace D. This is one of the gateways to
the great Sinus Iridum, the home of the Chinese
lander Chang'e-3 and its rover, Yutu. The two craters at the bottom left corner of the image are the
2 km Helicon (left) and the 20 km Le Verrier.

-Rik Hill
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February 1, 2016 Cranbrook Meeting Presentations
Main Presentation

you know there have been 21 successful missions to Venus and nearly twice that many attempts? In this short talk, we'll talk about both
the successful missions and the unsuccessful
ones, and speculate about why we don't pay
more attention to our sister planet.

At our February 1 meeting, Professor David
Gerdes of the University of Michigan will give the
feature presentation, "The Coolest Place in the
Solar System: New Trans-Neptunian Worlds
from the Dark Energy Survey." The presentation is based on original research performed by
Dr. Gerdes and his students. Read more!

Jonathan Kade is a past president of the Warren
Astronomical Society and currently the webmaster. He enjoys observing with the analog unit,
matching vocabularies with Gary Ross, and
learning with and from the brilliant and wonderful folks of the W.A.S. In his day job, he is a software developer for Amazon.com. He also loves
other sciences, music (most notably the band
Shearwater), the outdoors, yoga, people, animals, the city of Detroit, and too much else to
include here. He is a proud native and resident
of Dearborn, Michigan.

Dr. Gerdes says: "I am an Arthur F. Thurnau
Professor in the Physics Department at the University of Michigan. I'm an observational cosmologist who uses the tools of optical astronomy to
address one of the most alluring mysteries in
science: the accelerating expansion of the universe."

Short Talk
Jonathan Kade will give the short presentation,
"Missions to Venus." Everybody knows that
we've sent autonomous probes to the Moon and
Mars umpteen times, to Mercury a few times, to
the outer planets quite a lot. But I hardly ever
hear anybody talk about Venus. Maybe you
know the Russians went there a few times, or
remember Pioneer Venus and Magellan. But do
9

February 18, 2016 Macomb Meeting
Our main talk is “Astronomy-Related Adventures East of Detroit” by Dr. Jerry Dunifer. Jerry says: For the past several years I have made a
number of trips southwest of Detroit to states
like California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas
to visit astronomy-related sites such as major
observatories, the Jet Propulsion Lab, SETI
headquarters, the Steward Observatory Mirror
Lab, and so forth. A few months ago I made a
trip in another direction, going primarily east of
Detroit. During a one-week trip by car I was able
to visit a number of different sites which have
connections to astronomy. First was the Allegheny Observatory in Pittsburgh which has the
World’s third largest optical refractor and where
important studies were carried out in the history
of astronomy. Second was the Green Bank Radio
Telescope in West Virginia, which is the World’s
largest fully-steerable radio telescope. Third and
fourth were the Smithsonian Air and Space Museums in the vicinity of Washington D.C., where
one can see the Space Shuttle Discovery and a
variety of space probes used in astronomy. Fifth
was a tour of the U.S. Naval Observatory in
Washington D.C., where precision atomic clocks

give us time standards used in this country. And
finally, the trip concluded with a tour of the Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland, where we
attended a seminar given by two astronauts who
had just returned from 200 days on the International Space Station. Our tour also included
viewing the James Webb Space Telescope, which
is currently under construction there in a giant
clean room and which is scheduled for launch in
October, 2018. The talk will cover each of these
sites individually with detailed information and
photos.

Future Society Meeting Presentations
March 7

Cranbrook

Doug Bock

Time Lapse Photography

March 17

Macomb

Stephen Uitti

Pluto

April 4

Cranbrook
Short Talk

Arun Kumar
Rebecca Blum

TBD (Telescope making)
Space Camp

April 21

Macomb

Members

Short Talk Anthology (volunteers needed)

Seven Ponds Open Invitation
WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club monthly
meetings.
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. are available at www.sevenpondsac.com
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com
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Object

of the month
By Chuck Dezelah

NGC 2281
NGC 2281 is an open cluster
in the constellation Auriga. It is referred to in some sources as the
Broken Heart Cluster, not to be
confused with the nickname of
M50, the Heart-shaped Cluster.
NGC 2281 has an integrated apparent magnitude of 5.4, an angular
diameter of approximately 15’, and
a Trumpler classification of I3p,
which indicates that it has a strong
central concentration of stars that
is detached from the field, contains
stars of a wide range in brightness,
but is poor in the overall number of
member stars within the cluster.
Despite being quite bright and fairly
attractive, the Broken Heart Cluster is often ignored by amateur astronomers and rarely gets
mentioned in lists of the observational highpoints
of the northern winter sky.

Source: Digitized Sky Survey, FoV = 1.0°

nearly equilateral triangle with two of the principle
stars of its constellation, β Aurigae and θ Aurigae
(mag. 1.9 and 2.6, respectively), lying about 10°
distant from each. It is about 7° north of θ Geminorum (mag. 3.6) and about 2° southeast of ψ2
Aurigae (mag. 4.8). Under dark skies the
object can be spotted in binoculars and
small telescopes, however, where significant light pollution exists, 5-inch or larger instruments are suggested for best results. At low magnification (20-50x), the
cluster should stand out well against the
backdrop of neighboring stars. When
moderate power is used (50-100x), a tight
diamond of stars should be readily apparent, each of which has a fainter companion star. This diamond sits atop one
of two rounded lobes of the “broken
heart”, where each lobe is traced out by
an arc of stars. The bottom tip of the
heart is absent, giving rise to the object’s
notable name.

Finding the location of NGC 2281 is fairly
straightforward due to the abundance of good reference stars in the vicinity, despite the fact that all
are more than 7° distant. The cluster forms a

Source: Cartes du Ciel
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History SIG
And now for something completely different:

February 1984

In the old copies of the WASP
I found many examples of poetry, some imported, some
from our own members. Recently Doug Bock shared one
of his from 1997:

A night on Boon Hill
Written on Oct. 4, 1997
Doug Bock
The drums rolled
and the trumpets played
We mounted our chariots
and were on our way
The sky was so blue
the trees all aflame
As twilight approached

the astronomers came

Scanning notes: This one had a special binding
with a clear cover. Scanning through the clear
plastic was easy enough, but getting the rest of the
pages to lay as flat as possible was trickier, and I
didn’t want to destroy the binding.

With big eyes and small
they hastened their pace
for nighttime was falling
as the stars beamed from space

This appears to be the “Ken” edition, with Ken
Strom as the Observatory Chairman and the majority of articles by Ken Kelly and Ken Wilson. First
up is fine tuning stellar coordinates in THE CALCULATING ASTRONOMER by Kenneth Wilson.
Then some heavy lifting from Ken Kelly: a discussion of THE HYADES and THE LUNI-SOLAR CALENDAR. Mr. Kelly isn’t finished with those contributions and provides us with a crossword puzzle,
as well.

They came from near
and also from afar

with great anticipation
to see distant stars
Much cheering and rejoicing
displayed through the night

Dale Thieme,

As a precious few photons
Beamed into their sight

Chief Scanner

(Continued on page 13)
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set our spirits free

(Continued from page 12)

Galaxies far away

Distant galaxies and nebula

were captured in view

were captured by many

With keepsakes on film

lusting for more, while

for later review

viewing this sky of plenty

The night pressed on

Lest we forget

with a chill in the air

Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon still

Magnificent splendors on display

Recall all the memories

for all of us to share

at this place we call … Boon Hill.

I found it very heartening
to be with this crew
To share the experience
and learn something new
So much to see
and so very clear
The sky beckoned on
as fatigue came, I fear

Boon Hill Observatory—now

We fought the desire
to slip into sleep
With renewed excitement

at what Orion would reap
A nebula so fair
it dazzled the eye

mere words can't describe it
except... maybe a sigh
The wisps so intricate
the colors so cool
One felt enveloped
by this gaseous pool
Onward the sky beckoned
for galaxies to see
clusters and planetaries

Below: Doug and Robin Bock at the 1980 - Dallas AL convention
(presumably getting the cutest couple award-Ed.). Above: Doug
being interviewed by Channel 7 circa 1982.
13

Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30 pm-10:00
pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30 pm-3:00 pm
This schedule is valid January 8 - July 3, 2016.

Saturday
11:30am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

Saturday/Sunday
12:30pm
Saturday/Sunday
1:30pm
Saturday/Sunday
2:30pm
Saturday
3:30pm
First Friday Only
6:00pm
Friday/Saturday
7:00pm
Friday/Saturday
8:00pm
Friday/Saturday
9:00pm

From Earth to the Universe
Michigan Sky Tonight
Young Stargazers Sky Journey
Michigan Sky Tonight
Ages 6 & Above Only
Michigan Sky Tonight
From Earth to the Universe
Michigan Sky Tonight
SpacePark360
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Education S.I.G.
Getting into Lunar Orbit modeled in Ker bal Space Pr ogr am:
- Bob Trembley
SRB

Separa-

Gravity Turn
Hohmann Transfer Maneuver

Get Into Orbit

Get Into Orbit—First,
get your vessel into orbit.
See
last
month’s
Education Sig.
Hohmann Transfer —
With the Moon as your
target, plot a Hohmann
transfer orbit.

Tweak your Transfer
Orbit—Hohmann
transfers target the center
of mass; tweak your orbit
so that you don’t plow
into the Moon.
Tweak your Transfer Orbit

Periapsis
E x e c u t e
Transfer Orbit

T h i s
Seems
Dangerous

Coast to the
M o o n ’ s
Sphere
of
Influence

Welcome to Orbit of the Moon!
Burn Retrograde at Lunar Periapsis

Raise the Periapsis - Circularize the
Orbit
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Execute Transfer Orbit
Burn—Burn prograde at
the maneuver point; this
raises your apoapsis to the
point of intercept.

Coast to the Moon’s
Sphere of Influence—
Enjoy the view as you
coast along your trajectory
to the Moon’s intercept
point.
Burn Retrograde at
Lunar Periapsis—Lower
your velocity so that you
are captured by the
Moon’s gravity. When
this happens, you will be
in an elliptical orbit.
Continue
burning
retrograde to circularize
the orbit.
Important Safety Tip:
Make sure that when the
time comes to execute the
burn to enter into Lunar
orbit, that your solar
panels are not eclipsed by
the parent planet.

The Earth as Art

Soaring, snow-capped peaks and ridges of the eastern Himalaya Mountains create an
irregular white-on-red patchwork between major rivers in southwestern China. The
Himalayas are made up of three parallel mountain ranges that together extend more
than 2,900 kilometers.
Text and image from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) EROS Digital Image Gallery.
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- Bob Trembley

Stargate Observatory

Monthly Free Astronomy Open House and
Star Party
4th Saturday of every month!
Feb. 27, Mar. 26, April 23

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance
(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott

Sky

tours.

Look

through
telescopes.

Get

several different

help with your telescope.

We

can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com:
Observatory Rules:
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.

3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (248) 227-7025.
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Oft en, the weather is cloudy,
but it clears up as the evening progresses.
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Stargate Observatory – Officer’s Report
February 1st, 2016
(or sooner if you plan to set up a scope or do solar
observing)

January Open-House:
The January Open-house was held on Saturday
the 23rd, coinciding with a full moon.
The Observatory was opened at 5:00 pm under
overcast skies and freezing temperatures. Club
members, new members, first timers, and the general public engaged in astronomical conversation
and a lecture from Bob Trembley as Bob Berta updated some software for the telescopes hand controller. The Big Dob was assembled by Jonathan
Kade and myself with assistance from a few others
and by 8:30 the skies were opening up more and
more. The remaining attendees viewed the Moon,
M42, a triple star system, and the double cluster
before closing up around 10 pm due to more
clouds. Attendance for the evening was around
35.

A friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive
after dark, dim your headlights upon entry to the
park, and no white light flashlights please.
If you are setting up a large scope or have a lot of
equipment to set up then you are permitted to
park on the observing field preferably with your
vehicle lights pointed away from the observatory
and other telescopes.

Observatory Update:
As mentioned above Bob Berta spent some time at
the open-house updating software for the hand
controller for the scope. This (as I currently understand it) adds some new park positions for the
scope, including a park-0, where we can “park”
anywhere we chose is best.

February Open-house:
The regular Open-house for February is scheduled
for Saturday the 27th, five days following the full
Moon, close to third quarter, and rising after 11
pm. Sunset is at 6:18 pm and Astronomical Twilight ends at 7:51 pm. Arrive just before sunset

Jeff MacLeod
2nd VP, Stargate Operations

For Sale
Dale Mayotte is selling an 11" Celestron CPC, JMI mobile
case, HD Pro wedge, an array of 1.25 EPs with carrying
case 12.5 mm illuminated reticle ep, and 1.25 diagonal,
Celestron 2" EP set and diagonal with case, ADM rails and
counterweight setup, 9x50 finderscope, full aperture solar
filter, Williams Optics Digital focuser, 11" dew heater. 5mm
Baader Hyperion ep and 13mm Baader Hyperion ep which
can be used as either 1.25" or 2"
The dew controller died, so that is the only thing unavailable for it.

Dale is asking $3200 OBO for everything! Contact him
Through Facebook, via the link above.
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W. A. S. Outreach Report





In January, we helped Cranbrook with 2 events,
and had a very successful Stargate Star Party and
Open House, despite the cold weather and initial
overcast conditions.



On Jan. 8th, Jeff MacLeod helped 150+ Cub
Scouts at Cranbrook during a "Tiger Cubs Sky
is the Limit" event.

Feb. 5th, "Boy Scout Astronomy" event at Cranbrook CANCELLED due to small number of signups.



Feb. 6th, 20 Boy Scouts aged 12-17 from troop
1539 will be staying at Wolcott Mill, and would
like to use Stargate Observatory. They are staying in the heated cabins, so we could do presentations in a nice comfy environment.



Feb. 15-19th, Utica Community Schools is having a Winter Camp with a focus on space. They
need help working with 100 K-6 grade students,
split into 2 groups: K-3, and 4-6. (Event runs
from: 7 am – 6 pm. They’d like us there in the
afternoons. More details soon.)



Feb. 26th, Cranbrook is hosting a "Tiger Cub
Workshop." Currently, they have 30+ scouts.
And 30+ parents signed up. (6-8 pm)



Mar. 18th: Astronomy Night at Endeavour Middle School - Connie Trembley would like to have
three 15 min presentations running simultaneously in three classrooms. Groups of students
will rotate through each lecture over the course
of an hour (so presentations will have to be given three times). After the presentations, Connie
would like to have an observing session outside.
Connie’s suggestions for presentations are:

On Jan. 30th, Gray Ross, Diane Hall, and Parker Huellmantel helped Cranbrook with a
"Junior Girl Scout Astronomy." Several dozen
girls were helped with telescope demonstrations
using the Cranbrook’s "light boxes," and Gary
passed around a sample of a Martian meteorite.
Diane reports “It was a good crowd, and I think
we got some future Open House attendees out
of it.”
Our monthly free public Star Party was held at
Stargate Observatory on Jan. 23rd - when I pulled
in, my eyes widened, as I saw how many cars were
there! It was cloudy, the dome wasn't open, there
was snow all over the ground, and it was cold
enough to freeze eyeballs to eyepieces, but the observatory was filled with people! Several WAS
members were chatting-up visitors when I walked
in; Bob Berta was updating the software on the
observatory mount. So, I setup my laptop, and
gave my presentation on the Sun; after which, I
had SDO videos of the Sun running. (Have I mentioned I think we need a flat screen monitor inside
the observatory for just these kinds of occurrences?)

Feb. 22nd.
We need help with these future events:

 The Sun (Bob’s got that one!)

The full Moon started to become visible through
thinning clouds, so Jonathan setup the 22" Monster Dob, and about 2 dozen+ people got to see the
full disk, and a close-up. While we had that mob
outside, several more people from somewhere in
the Metropark drifted over to have a look too!

 The Solar System, and the scale of things.
 The Moon
(If there’s any chance we can get the Big Dob for
this… it’s REALLY close to the Observatory!)

After about a hour or so, the sky began to clear
more, and we were able to show the Great Nebula
in Orion. I asked some in the group if they knew
where that was? They did not, so I took out my
smart phone, brought up a picture of the Orion
constellation, and showed them where the nebula
was.

Look UP!
-Bob Trembley,
Outreach Coordinator

Saw a Fireball?
Report it to the American Meteor Society!

The skies were completely clear when I arrived
home; all-in-all, a very successful night at the observatory!

www.amsmeteors.org/
members/fireball/report-afireball

Our next monthly free public Star Party and Open
House will be held at Stargate Observatory on

Help us with Outreach! With the growing number of requests, we could always use your help!
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Treasurer's Report
EXPENSES
37.97

Treasurer’s Report for 1/31/2016

MEMBERSHIP

Snacks

We currently have 65 members, of which 13 are
family memberships.

$12,917.05 Total donated to date for The Stargate Fund
$6622.66
remaining

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
(SUMMARY)

$0.00

Donations for Paul Strong Scholarship in 2016
Joe Tocco, Treasurer
31 January, 2016

We took in $679.99 and spent $37.97. We have
$18,198.46 in the bank and $200.35 in cash, totaling $18,398.81 as of 1/31/2016.
INCOME
428.00
105.00
88.00
8.00
50.99

Memberships/renewals
Calendars
Merchandise
Donations
Snacks

We have our PayPal account all set up now. We can receive donations two ways through this avenue:
Those with PayPal accounts can authorize payments to treasurer@warrenastro.org, we also have a card
reader and can swipe credit cards onsite. Dale Thieme and Jonathan Kade have readers to help split the
workload.

FAAC Annual Astro Swap Meet

Dear Fellow Amateur Astronomers,

descriptive flyer with updated information will be
provided as soon as details are finalized.

The Ford Amateur Astronomy Club will host our Thirteenth Annual FAAC
Astronomy Swap Meet on Saturday, March 19,
2016.

I will be happy to answer any questions that may
arise.
Hope to see you there!

Gordon Hansen

Once again, it will be held at the Holy Cross Lutheran Church, 30650 Six Mile Rd, Livonia, Michigan. Doors open at 9 am. The event will continue
till 3 pm. The “Swap” portion of the event remains
the same. Sales tables are $15 if purchased in advanced (deadline: Saturday, March 12th), $20 at
the door. General admission remains at $5.

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club
Email: Treasurer@fordastronomyclub.com

The programs portion of this event is still TBD. A
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The Warren Astronomical Society is a Proud Member of
the Great Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs (GLAAC)
GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metro-

GLAAC Club and Society Meeting Times
Club Name & Website

Astronomy Club at
Michigan University

Eastern

City

Meeting Times

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402
Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay
City/Delta
College
Planetarium

Second Friday of every month

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook
&
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM
Second Sunday of every month (except
May)
Monthly: generally the Saturday closest
to new Moon

GLAAC Club and Society Newsletters
Warren Astronomical Society:

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/

Oakland Astronomy Club:

http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:

http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html

Sunset Astronomical Society:

http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com/SASNewsletters.htm

University Lowbrow Astronomers:

http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

WAS Member Websites
Bob Trembley: Vatican Observatory Foundation Blog

Jon Blum: MauiHawaii.org
Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair

Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy

Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
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2016 VOLLBRECHT PLANETARIUM WINTER SHOWS
Planetarian: Cliff Jones
Planetarium: 248-746-8880 Cell: 313-770-7468

1.Jan. 13 - Southfield’s Sky Dome: Look up! What can we see? Let’s explore star patterns of the night sky
(Constellations). Explore the Strange motions of the Moon and Planets against the night sky. Find our way by Star
Hopping. How to use popular Apps, star maps and planispheres to find our way through the night sky.
2.Jan. 20 - Exploring our Solar System (Part 1) Rocky Planets We’ll compare the rocky inner planets, Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars and Dwarf Planet, Ceres. Accomplishments of the rovers on Mars will be discussed.
3.Jan. 27 - Exploring our Solar System (Part 2) Gas Giants How do the gas giants differ from the rocky planets? Are
they visible in our night sky? What’s the story behind Pluto’s demotion to dwarf status? Kuiper Belt and Oort
Cloud, what are they?
4.Feb. 3 - Our Sun and how it affects our Earth Our Sun is a star. We’ll compare it to the 200 billion stars in our Milky
Way galaxy. Is Earth closer to the Sun in the summer or winter? Seasons both on Earth and Mars will be compared.
Eclipses will be explained with special notes on the August 21st, 2017 total eclipse across the United States.
5.Feb. 10 - Guest: NASA/JPL Solar System Ambassador – Robert Trembley Topic to be determined. Robert is a volunteer NASA/JPL speaker and is knowledgeable on all NASA/JPL. His special area of expertise is on Asteroids and
Comets. He also collects meteorites. This is a good opportunity to ask questions on space science.
6.Feb. 17 - Sky Tellers: The myths, magic and mysteries of the Universe We’ll listen to Native American and International

sky tales with a scientific analogy while the stars glide across the sky dome. Bring a pillow if you like.

7.Feb. 24 - Telescopes and Binoculars: How they work, how to use them What’s the right scope for you? We’ll discuss

cost, how to set up and use them. We’ll point out on our star dome the objects that can be seen with a small telescope or binoculars. A lab demo on how a telescope works by following the light path will be given. Ask about
Astronomy clubs.

8.Mar. 2 - The Rest of the Story: Milky Way and other Galaxies, Black Holes, Dark Mater, Dark Energy Based on the
powers of 10, we’ll explore the Cosmos from Quarks to the Edge of the Universe. Where does Earth fit in? We’ll
explore our Milky Way Galaxy, nebulae, star clusters and galaxy groups as well as inner space to quarks. What is
Dark Energy and Dark Matter?
Winter 2016 - Vollbrecht Planetarium, Wednesday, 7 pm, 19100 Filmore, Southfield, MI 48075
Each Hour and a half show offers: Q&A, lecture, star show, handouts and a door prize.
Web:

www.vollbrechtplanetarium.com

Planetarium Phone: (248) 746-8880

Admission:
Purchased at the door
$7 for residents and $7.50 non-residents
Series of eight shows $40 for residents
$50 for non-resident

Prepaid at Parks and Recreation Dept. *
$5 for residents and $5.50 for non-residents
Eight-show series: $30 for residents
$40 for non-residents
*Southfield P&R Dept., 26000 Evergreen Rd.
Southfield, MI 48037, (248) 796-4620

Ask about our Private and School Shows.
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For the Young Astronomer-

This article is provided
by NASA Space Place.

While we've readily learned about our place in the
universe from observing what's around us, not
everyone is as fortunate. In particular, the galaxy
MCG+01-02-015 has not a single known galaxy
around it for a hundred million light years in all
directions. Were you to draw a sphere around the
Milky Way with a radius of 100 million light years,
we'd find hundreds of thousands of galaxies. But
not MCG+01-02-015; it's the loneliest galaxy ever
discovered. Our Milky Way, like most galaxies, has
been built up by mergers and accretions of many
other galaxies over billions of years, having acquired stars and gas from a slew of our former
neighbors. But an isolated galaxy like this one has
only the matter it was born with to call its own.

With articles, activities,
crafts, games, and lesson
plans, NASA Space Place
encourages everyone to
get excited about science
and technology.
V i s i t
s p a c e place.nasa.gov to explore
space and Earth science!

The Loneliest Galaxy In The
Universe

Edwin Hubble made his universe-changing discovery using telescope technology from 1917, yet he
would have found absolutely zero other galaxies at
all were we situated at MCG+01-02-015's location.
The first visible galaxy wouldn't have shown up
until we had 1960s-level technology, and who
knows if we'd have continued looking? If we were
such a lonely galaxy, would we have given up the
search, and concluded that our galaxy encompassed all of existence? Or would we have continued peering deeper into the void, eventually discovering our unusual location in a vast, expanding
universe? For the inhabitants of the loneliest galaxy, we can only hope that they didn't give up the
search, and discovered the entire universe.

By Ethan Siegel
Our greatest, largest-scale surveys of the universe
have given us an unprecedented view of cosmic
structure extending for tens of billions of light
years. With the combined effects of normal matter,
dark matter, dark energy, neutrinos and radiation
all affecting how matter clumps, collapses and
separates over time, the great cosmic web we see
is in tremendous agreement with our best theories: the Big Bang and General Relativity. Yet this
understanding was only possible because of the
pioneering work of Edwin Hubble, who identified a
large number of galaxies outside of our own, correctly measured their distance (following the work
of Vesto Slipher's work measuring their redshifts),
and discovered the expanding universe.
But what if the Milky Way weren't located in one of
the "strands" of the great cosmic web, where galaxies are plentiful and ubiquitous in many different directions? What if, instead, we were located in
one of the great "voids" separating the vast majority of galaxies? It would've taken telescopes and
imaging technology far more advanced than Hubble had at his disposal to even detect a single galaxy beyond our own, much less dozens, hundreds
or millions, like we have today. While the nearest
galaxies to us are only a few million light years
distant, there are voids so large that a galaxy located at the center of one might not see another
for a hundred times that distance.

Image credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA and N. Gorin
(STScI); Acknowledgement: Judy Schmidt, of the
loneliest void galaxy in the known: MCG+01-02015.
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